What people are saying about CO-LABS tours:

"The CO-LABS tours are wonderful opportunities to meet scientists and leadership from other federally-funded labs in Colorado, be introduced to the critical research conducted, and explore partnership and leveraging opportunities between the labs and with industry stakeholders and customers."
- Daren Harmel, PhD, Director, USDA-ARS Center for Agricultural Resources Research (CARR)

"The CO-LABS tours are and have been an invaluable business development asset that continues to bear fruit for my business. Not only are the CO-LABS tours important in terms of specialized and strategic networking for my company, but for our research and development as well. In particular, last year during a tour of NREL, we were able to learn about DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy’s High Performance Computing program conducted at NREL for research utilizing the Peregrine Super Computer. We submitted our proposal in August and began our research work on Peregrine, November 1, 2016. Thank You Dan Powers and CO-LABS!"
- Joshua Puterman, CEO, Extreme Event Risk

“Just as I was preparing an event to highlight public-private partnerships between national labs and industry I witnessed a prime example at the get-together after yesterday’s CO-Labs tour: A NOAA chemist asking the CEO of a small instruments company whether they could design a measurement device which would bring down their current cost running such equipment. All over a beer, courtesy of CO-LABS!”
- Martin Voelker, Colorado Renewable Energy Society
Where we’ve been in 2017 (thru May!)

JOIN CO-LABS – SUPPORT THE SCIENCE MAKING COLORADO AND THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE!